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Senior Adult Fellowship (SAF)

 » Thank the LORD for keeping all our members safe through 
the Covid-19 pandemic since its beginning.

 » We are grateful to the Lord’s grace in enabling us to continue 
with most of our scheduled monthly Bible studies and talks, 
some of which were even conducted in-person.

 » Pray that the Lord will continue to draw close to our mem-
bers and sustain their physical, mental & emotional well-be-
ing during this extraordinary time. This includes the LKH resi-
dents in the English Devotion group, that they will hold fast to 
Jesus to help them overcome their fear and isolation during 
this pandemic period.

 » Pray for the next SAF Talk on 26 February that the Lord will 
enable and use the speaker Brother Johnson See to share 
his powerful testimony of how God has shown him His lov-
ing-kindness and empowered him in his long fight again Par-
kinson’s Disease.
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(cont.)

Intergen Workshop: Basics of Listening Well

 » Pray for more willing and open hearts to attend this in-per-
son workshop.

 » Pray that the Holy Spirit will use this workshop to help foster 
closer ties with the different generations.

 » Praise the LORD for providing an intergenerational church 
here in Zion Serangoon!
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Youth Fellowship (YF)
Saturdays, 4pm

 » Pray for our youths that they may become more Christ-like 
and learn to spread the gospel to those around them.

 » Pray that our youths will have a good year of growing spiritu-
ally in their faith, and learning to put their trust in God.

 » Pray that the YF Committee (Benjamin Tan, Cadence Chua, 
Chloe Lin, Henry Junior Chua, Ruth Ong, Titus Soh and Han-
nah Ong) will have creative minds to plan good, meaningful 
and engaging YF programmes.

 » Pray that YF will take every opportunity given to love, not 
only within our community, but beyond boundaries!
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Personal Needs

Joseph Ng

Thank God the doctor has allowed him to continue with this 
round of chemo as an outpatient so that he can spend time with 
his family back at home. 

Pray that he will be able to achieve remission after this chemo so 
that he can start the transplant right after. 

Also pray that God will keep both the donor and Joseph healthy, 
well and free from Covid in preparation for the transplant.


